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[music] 

Speaker 1: The investment Podcast, brought to you by M&G. 

Speaker 2: This podcast is for investment professionals only. 

David Parsons: Welcome to the latest fixed income podcast. My name is David Parsons and I'm joined once again by one of 

my colleagues. In this case, it is David Fancourt, Senior Portfolio Manager with responsibility for European High Yield at M&G. 

Good afternoon and welcome David. 

David Fancourt: Hi David. Good to be here. 

David Parsons: Jumping right in David, looking at European High Yield markets, do you think they represent good value at the 

moment? Is this an interesting and potentially attractive entry point? 

David Fancourt: Yes, David. Thanks. I think that there's three different measures you can look at the valuation. Firstly yields. 

Yields are over 7% at the moment, which is almost decade highs for the asset class – 7% compares pretty well with European 

equities, similar earnings yield to the stocks and versus Investment Grade that are yielding about 4% at the moment. Also, 7% 

gives you a reasonable amount of protection against adverse movements that could hurt your total returns. 

Secondly, spreads. Spreads are above average at the moment. Spreads are the compensation you get for taking extra credit 

risk in High Yield. If they're above average then [that] tends to lead to better returns in the long run. Finally, prices are low. 

Prices have fallen around 15 points from the beginning of last year and they're at similar levels to where we were in the 

depths of the pandemic. This is important because it gives you more symmetry in returns. If an issuer has a hard time there's 

less far to fall, but if there's some good news or the bonds get taken out, then the bonds have further to rise so there's more 

symmetry in returns. Overall, I think [there] is a good package at the moment. 

David Parsons: What you're saying then is we have an asset class that, certainly on a standalone basis, looks attractive with 

good yields, low prices of entry and certainly the carry giving you a good deal of protection against any further spread 

widening that might occur. Obviously, the US market is, perhaps, for many investors the market of choice when it comes to 

thinking about High Yield. How does the European High Yield market compare to the US market today and what are the 

different characteristics? Does Europe bring something additional that we don't get from the US market? 

David Fancourt: Yes. The European market has always been on the coattails of the US market, but has grown significantly 

over the last few years. I think there are differences, firstly in quality. The European market is a high-quality market, around 

almost two-thirds are in BBs in Europe compared to around 50% in the US but at the other end of the scale, there's far fewer 

CCCs, almost half the amount in Europe than there are in the US. 

Secondly, the sector breakdown is different. The US has more exposure to some more cyclical sectors like energy and 

fracking that can be more speculative. I think another part in terms of relative value is that at the moment you are getting a 

higher hedge yield in Europe than you are in the US and that's despite being a better quality market. 

David Parsons: What I'm hearing is that on a relative basis, the European market gives you better yields than the US market 

for actually a better quality overall in terms of the composition of the benchmark indices. When one's looking at High Yield, it 

always comes down to individual securities and the risk, or one could say the fear of default or loss that comes through. How 

should investors be thinking about default risk in European High Yield risk, but also in comparison to the US market as well? 
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David Fancourt: Default risk is really important. If you have a default then you have a permanent impairment of capital and 

that's why you have to take it very seriously. Research is really important when investing in High Yield companies, 

understanding the risks and also the structure of where you stand if the worst happens. You have to also realise that you 

have been paid well for taking credit risk in High Yield. 

Over the last 20 years, the total return has compounded at 7% per annum despite all the defaults we've seen. Taking that 

default risk, and you might compare versus the US market because Europe is a high-quality market, we've seen that default 

rates have been lower over the last 20 years. In fact, Europe has outperformed the US market over the last 5, 10 and 20 years 

as a result. 

David Parsons: I think that's a nice picture of the markets there, but perhaps one other thing we ought to be touching on is 

how the markets have evolved over a period of years, particularly in the area of investor protections – or lack thereof. The 

evolution of covenant light, for example bonds and also secured bonds which make up a substantive part of the market as 

well. The characteristics, perhaps we can draw out some interesting aspects from the European side that are very favourable. 

How do things look in terms of the risk and the potential for recovery given the changes in the structure of the market over 

time? 

David Fancourt: The financial markets do evolve. I think that the European market has evolved like others and covenant 

structures will change over time, [it] is up to investors to be on their toes for that. Some protections for investors, for 

instance, around half of European High Yield is secured. In terms of your overall level of risk, I think that has been pretty 

similar over time. A lot of thinking about covenant is more to do with relative value between issuers. We find that recoveries 

tend to be more cyclical and they're higher in good times and worse in bad times rather than a feature of the covenant 

protection in the bonds. 

David Parsons: That perhaps addresses the issue of security and covenants, but when you actually have a default event, I 

guess there's quite significant differences between the European and US regimes for how defaults are dealt with. 

David Fancourt: It's a lot simpler in the US. There's one jurisdiction and a very established Chapter 11 procedure, so 

companies can file on a Friday and we're open for business on a Monday. In Europe, there's a lot more jurisdictions to deal 

with and many of them are evolving their own procedures at the moment. The way that creditors are treated may be very 

different in one jurisdiction than another jurisdiction. 

The other difference is there’s a bit more stigma still about defaulting in Europe compared to the US. I think that both of 

those are reasons why we see lower default rates in Europe compared to the US even if we control for the better quality of 

the European market compared to the US. 

David Parsons: It does certainly come through in pricing as well. When you look at the markets, you are more than 

compensated for the risk of default in European markets at the moment in terms of the level of credit spreads that's 

available relative to historic levels of default that have been observed. Bringing it back to the asset class as a whole – 

European High Yield – is this a tactical investment asset class, or perhaps it says something more long-term about buying and 

owning the asset class that's positive for investors? 

David Fancourt: Certainly history has suggested that holding onto High Yield has been the right choice. Over the last 20 years, 

European High Yield has compounded at 7% per annum, which is about 3% more than Investment Grade. Holding onto high 

compounding asset classes has done investors well. It's difficult to time the market and the costs are quite high as well. The 

roundtrip cost of getting out of High Yield can be over 1%. I think that there's a strong case for investors to consider High 

Yield as part of their portfolio as a strategic component of that portfolio. 

David Parsons: I think that's an interesting perspective because for the most part, investors in European High Yield have 

always treated it as an asset class that is opportunistic. Your point about trying to market time is well made. That's always 

difficult and challenging: to capture a good deal of the flow of a rally from getting in at the start of a rally. There's a 

confirmation bias that naturally comes through – that investors will wait until they can actually see that a rally is underway 

before they will allocate. 

Typically most investors will find it difficult to time their exit from the asset class as well. Typically, you'll find that the sell-off 

will already be underway by the time most investors begin to leave European High Yield. What does that give us? Perhaps 

investors are maybe capturing, at best, 60% to 70% of a rally in terms of trying to market time and asset allocate, which if you 

can do that consistently over a very long time, will typically deliver good returns. 
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It is challenging and certainly, there is a strong case to say that holding a strategic allocation through the cycle with a 

manager that is then seeking to add modestly to returns on the top through risking and de-risking the portfolio according to 

the available opportunities through the cycle, I think could be a powerful tool for investors to keep in their armoury rather 

than seeing it as a tactical tool, perhaps seeing it more as a strategic one. 

David, it's been very interesting chatting with you. Thank you for your thoughts on the High Yield market and we'll continue 

to update investors and colleagues as things evolve in the market over the next three to six months and perhaps revisit this in 

the summer. Very much appreciate your time. Thank you. 

[music] 

David Fancourt: Thank you. 

Speaker 2: For further information, please view the notes which accompany this episode. This podcast is for investment 

professionals only. The value of investments will fluctuate, which will cause prices to fall as well as rise, and investors may 

not get back the original amount they invested. Past performance is not a guide to future performance. The information and 

views expressed should not be taken as a recommendation, advice or forecast. 

[00:10:27] [END OF AUDIO] 

 

 

For Investment Professionals only. Not for onward distribution. No other persons should rely on any information contained within. This 

guide reflects M&G’s present opinions reflecting current market conditions. They are subject to change without notice and involve a 

number of assumptions which may not prove valid. The distribution of this guide does not constitute an offer of, or solicitation for, a 

purchase or sale of any investment product or class of investment products, or to provide discretionary investment management services. 

These materials are not, and under no circumstances are to be construed as, an advertisement or a public offering of any securities or a 

solicitation of any offer to buy securities. It has been written for informational and educational purposes only and should not be considered 

as investment advice, a forecast or guarantee of future results, or as a recommendation of any security, strategy or investment product. 

Reference in this document to individual companies is included solely for the purpose of illustration and should not be construed as a 

recommendation to buy or sell the same. Information is derived from proprietary and non-proprietary sources which have not been 

independently verified for accuracy or completeness. While M&G Investments believes the information to be accurate and reliable, we do 

not claim or have responsibility for its completeness, accuracy, or reliability. Statements of future expectations, estimates, projections, and 

other forward-looking statements are based on available information and management’s view as of the time of these statements. 

Accordingly, such statements are inherently speculative as they are based on assumptions which may involve known and unknown risks 

and uncertainties. Actual results, performance or events may differ materially from those expressed or implied in such statements. All 

forms of investments carry risks. Such investments may not be suitable for everyone. United States: M&G Investment Management 

Limited is registered as an investment adviser with the Securities and Exchange Commission of the United States of America under US laws, 

which differ from UK and FCA laws. Canada: upon receipt of these materials, each Canadian recipient will be deemed to have represented 

to M&G Investment Management Limited, that the investor is a ‘permitted client’ as such term is defined in National Instrument 31-103 

Registration Requirements, Exemptions and Ongoing Registrant Obligations. Australia: M&G Investment Management Limited (MAGIM) 

and M&G Alternatives Investment Management Limited (MAGAIM) have received notification from the Australian Securities & Investments 

Commission that they can rely on the ASIC Class Order [CO 03/1099] exemption and are therefore permitted to market their investment 

strategies (including the offering and provision of discretionary investment management services) to wholesale clients in Australia without 

the requirement to hold an Australian financial services licence under the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). MAGIM and MAGAIM are 

authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority under laws of the United Kingdom, which differ from Australian laws. 

Singapore: For Institutional Investors and Accredited Investors only. In Singapore, this financial promotion is issued by M&G Real Estate 

Asia Pte. Ltd. (Co. Reg. No. 200610218G) and/or M&G Investments (Singapore) Pte. Ltd. (Co. Reg. No. 201131425R), both regulated by the 

Monetary Authority of Singapore. Hong Kong: For Professional Investors only. In Hong Kong, this financial promotion is issued by M&G 

Investments (Hong Kong) Limited. Office: Unit 1002, LHT Tower, 31 Queen’s Road Central, Hong Kong. South Korea: For Qualified 

Professional Investors. China: on a cross-border basis only. Japan: M&G Investments Japan Co., Ltd., Investment Management Business 

Operator, Investment Advisory and Agency Business Operator, Type II Financial Instruments Business Operator, Director-General of the 

Kanto Local Finance Bureau (Kinsho) No. 2942, Membership to Associations: Japan Investment Advisers Association, Type II Financial 

Instruments Firms Association. This document is provided to you for the purpose of providing information with respect to investment 

management by Company’s offshore group affiliates and neither provided for the purpose of solicitation of any securities nor intended for 

such solicitation of any securities. Pursuant to such the registrations above, the Company may: (1) provide agency and intermediary 

services for clients to enter into a discretionary investment management agreement or investment advisory agreement with any of the 
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Offshore Group Affiliates; (2) directly enter into a discretionary investment management agreement with clients; or (3) solicit clients for 

investment into offshore collective investment scheme(s) managed by the Offshore Group Affiliate. Please refer to materials separately 

provided to you for specific risks and any fees relating to the discretionary investment management agreement and the investment into 

the offshore collective investment scheme(s). The Company will not charge any fees to clients with respect to ‘(1) and ‘(3) above. M&G 

Investments is a direct subsidiary of M&G plc, a company incorporated in the United Kingdom. M&G plc and its affiliated companies are 

not affiliated in any manner with Prudential Financial, Inc, a company whose principal place of business is in the United States of America 

or Prudential Plc, an international group incorporated in the United Kingdom. This financial promotion is issued by M&G Luxembourg S.A. 

in the EU and M&G Investment Management Limited elsewhere (unless otherwise stated). The registered office of M&G Luxembourg S.A. 

is 16, boulevard Royal, L-2449, Luxembourg. M&G Investment Management Limited is registered in England and Wales under number 

936683, registered office 10 Fenchurch Avenue, London EC3M 5AG. M&G Investment Management Limited is authorised and regulated by 

the Financial Conduct Authority. M&G Real Estate Limited is registered in England and Wales under number 3852763 and is not authorised 

or regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. M&G Real Estate Limited forms part of the M&G Group of companies. 

 


